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This book is a study of the Johannine Christian response to the fall of the
Jerusalem Temple in 70 ce. A crucial text in this investigation is Jn 2.13-22
and its context, which provide a lens through which other texts in John are
viewed. Kerr's examination of the Temple festivals of Passover, Tabernacles,
Dedication suggests that in Jesus fulfils and replaces these, while in the
case of the Sabbath he effects a transformation. The overall conclusion is
that the Johannine Jesus replaces and fulfils the Jerusalem Temple.
How many souls have you won to Christ? How many are still walking with
the Lord? All, some, a few? The facts are: Evangelical success is at an alltime low. We’re producing more backsliders than true converts. The fallaway rate—from large crusades to local churches—is between 80 to 90
percent. Why are so many unbelievers turning away from the message of the
gospel? Doesn’t the Bible tell us how to bring sinners to true repentance? If
so, where have we missed it? The answer may surprise you. One hundred
years ago, Satan buried the crucial key needed to unlock the unbeliever’s
heart. Now Ray Comfort boldly breaks away from modern tradition and calls
for a return to biblical evangelism. If you’re experiencing evangelical
frustration over lost souls, unrepentant sinners, and backslidden
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“believers,” then look no further. This radical approach could be the
missing dimension needed to win our generation to Christ.
This groundbreaking and provocative book charts the recent history and
impact of Christian youth work. It argues that the extraordinary growth of
the evangelical movement in the UK can be attributed to its work among
young people, and demonstrates how the youth work of one generation
shapes the adult church of a later one. Peter Ward opens up vital areas of
debate - has youth work become primarily defensive, rather than
evangelical? Are we afraid to engage creatively with modern culture? What
hope is there for the church of the future?
The Temple of Jesus' Body
Living Water
Living Waters from Ancient Springs
Essays in Honor of Cornelis Van Dam
The Living Waters of Texas
Bold Faith
Scandinavian Orientalistic Studies Presented to Frede Løkkegaard on His
Seventy-fifth Birthday, January 27th 1990

Bill Johnson, Joyce Meyer, Heidi Baker. The fame of these names is evidence enough
that, though the controversies are less intense, the Charismatic Movement is alive and
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well today. It continues to attract thousands of adherents who find its vision of a
supernatural lifestyle uniquely compelling. Now, for the first time, all that is most
theologically innovative about the movement is synthesized into five distinct and
original ideas. These five brand new theologies have been created, not by theologians,
but by practitioners who believed their concepts were inspired by the Spirit: Inner
Healing, Shepherding, Word of Faith, Spiritual Warfare, and Signs and Wonders.
Plenty of studies have been written by Pentecostal scholars about Pentecostal theology,
but these tend to group the very distinct approaches of Charismatics together with
Classical Pentecostals. Bold Faith aims to analyze and evaluate the ways in which
practitioners within independent Charismatic networks, especially in their AngloAmerican expressions, have responded to the challenges of secular modernity.
The Audible Life Stream, or Primordial Sound Current, is the all-pervasive universal
consciousness within everyone. Few realise there is credible evidence indicating that
Jesus, Buddha, Krishna, and so on, all perfected the meditative technique of turning
their attention inwards, thereby merging with the Audible Life Stream, to become
adepts of dying while living. This is the first book to provide convincing evidence of the
Audible Life Stream and emphasise the importance of it to every human being, since
none of us can escape the clutches of the Lord of Death. This unique book provides
evidence of the Audible Life Stream from a variety of sources, including, testimonials
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of near-death experiences and out-of-body experiences from people in USA, UK and
Australia; excerpts from major religious texts; simply explained quantum physics
principles; and independent anecdotes from the increasingly popular field of
sound/music therapy.
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to know
God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has been called a "soulstirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."
Studies in John 4
The Mei HaShiloach : a Commentary on the Torah
This Is Our Song
Biblically Sound
The Evidence Bible
Hell's Best Kept Secret
A Daily Devotional
This book is an unforgettable journey that is a must read
for every believer. As the days grow darker it is essential
everyone who desires to live for Jesus, understand the
difference between Churchianity and Christianity. This book
clears a path through the religious jungle, and clearly
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identifies the Way of Salvation. This necessarily involves
the full extraction of the common religious practice of
tithing from Christian doctrine. What is this book about? It
is about everything that pertains to Godliness, and
everything that frustrates Godliness. It is about growing in
Christ and blossoming in faith, as well as dying to pride
and rejecting the world. We are shown the difference between
the treasures of Grace and the treasures of the world as we
learn a new appreciation for our Lord Jesus Christ and all
He won on the cross for us. This book is a guide to
spiritual maturity where we learn to say along with John the
Baptist, He must increase, but I must decrease. (John 3:30
KJV) Something involved in these issues is dealing with
questions that have plagued many believers about how Malachi
3:8-11 has been taught to them: Am I really cursed as a
robber of God for failing to pay my tithes? Will I really
open up new Heavenly windows of blessing by faithfully
paying my tithes? The answers to these questions involve all
the schools of systematic theology which requires a deep
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thorough inspection into the contents of the Gospel of
Grace, the plan of salvation, and the Priesthood of Christ
This substantial volume includes more than fifty neverbefore-published expository sermons on John 4 from one of
the twentieth century's greatest preachers. It was just a
conversation between two people by the side of a well in
Samaria. One, a local woman, came to perform her daily task
of drawing water. Another, a Jewish man tired from
traveling, sat down for a drink. But he wasn't just any
Jewish man, and this wasn't just any conversation. The man,
Jesus, revealed himself as the Messiah, leading to the
conversion of not only the Samaritan woman but many from her
town. Now, for the first time, fifty-six sermons by Martyn
Lloyd-Jones on this passage of Scripture are available in
Living Water. Lloyd-Jones, known for his ability to clearly
communicate profound theological concepts, digs into this
familiar passage from the fourth chapter of the Gospel of
John, exposing fresh layers of truth. His perceptive
analysis is helpful for all who thirst for the living water
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that only Jesus can provide.
A landmark book by marine biologist Wallace J. Nichols on
the remarkable effects of water on our health and wellbeing. Why are we drawn to the ocean each summer? Why does
being near water set our minds and bodies at ease? In BLUE
MIND, Wallace J. Nichols revolutionizes how we think about
these questions, revealing the remarkable truth about the
benefits of being in, on, under, or simply near water.
Combining cutting-edge neuroscience with compelling personal
stories from top athletes, leading scientists, military
veterans, and gifted artists, he shows how proximity to
water can improve performance, increase calm, diminish
anxiety, and increase professional success. BLUE MIND not
only illustrates the crucial importance of our connection to
water-it provides a paradigm shifting "blueprint" for a
better life on this Blue Marble we call home.
Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170
(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
Ecology of Animals in Swamps, Rivers, Lakes and Dams
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True Stories of God at Work in Iran
Sound of Living Waters
Embracing Doctrine for Life
Living Water in the Desert
The Way Of The Master
Living Waters - Scandinavian Oriental Studies. In Honour of Frede Løkkegaard
This daily devotional which is intended to speak life in the lives of readers is named
“Rivers of Living Waters: A Daily Devotional” because water symbolizes Life. The
message it contains is intended to be quick and powerful as it speaks to the contemporary
issues of life. The spirit of the message it contains is truth. Because the words that we speak
are spirit and life, the author suggest that the words of this book be whispered by readers
as they read, because when the written word is spoken, it is even more powerful; that is the
power of the tongue. A page a day will enrich your life.
A mother of a son with auditory processing disorder, an aural equivalent to dyslexia,
describes his misdiagnosis and the struggles she went through with doctors and family
members before she was able to get her son appropriate treatment. Reprint.
Songs of Renewal
Living Waters or Broken Cisterns
Living Waters from Difficult Passages
Anyone but Me
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Prophetic Song
The Surprising Science That Shows How Being Near, In, On, or Under Water Can Make
You Happier, Healthier, More Connected, and Better at What You Do
Water: A Spiritual History

Fascinating stories based on the author’s exploration of eight rivers in New York
and Québec.
Substitution. This is the great sin of the Israelites in the Old Testament. In Jeremiah
2:13, God states that they had committed two evils. They had forsaken God, "the
fountain of living waters," and had replaced Him with broken cisterns, "which can
hold no water." This is also the great sin of the Laodicean Church and the average
church member in America today; God calls them wretched, and miserable, and
poor, and blind, and naked. What happened? In both cases, the average "believer"
had substituted the power of the Holy Spirit for acts of religion. In the average
church, focus is on activity, pounding ungodly rock music, and "excitement"-all of
which gets the blood pumping and the heart beating fast, but is a work of the flesh
nonetheless. God also called the Laodicean Church member lukewarm. The actual
temperature of lukewarm is 98 degrees, near the natural body temperature.
Lukewarm is a production of the flesh in worship. This book serves as both a
warning and as a teaching tool to instruct honest seekers yearning to live a life in
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the power of the Holy Spirit. It's not only necessary, but is what God expects of a
true Christian. The choice is yours: living waters...or broken cisterns.
These true stories show you how God is at work in Iran through the lives of
missionaries and Iranian believers. More Muslims in Iran have come to Christ in the
last thirty years than in the thirteen hundred years that Islam has been in the
country.
Fresh Sounds
Rivers of Living Waters
The Church of the Living Waters
Women’s Hymn-Writing
A Mother's Journey Through Auditory Processing Disorder
The Myth of the Modern Message
A Closer Look at the Five Key Ideas of Charismatic Christianity
Studying doctrine for the Christian often feels like watching a
construction crew build a foundation. There seems to be a great
amount of activity, but the results don't appear visible. Just
like the foundation is essential for the stability of a
building, studying theology is crucial to the long-term
stability of the believer.The goal of this study is to provide
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you with the basics of biblical doctrine to make sure your
foundation is sound. At times this will feel like the difficult
work of laying an unseen foundation for a building. At other
times, however, it will feel like we are soaring to great
heights as we explore the breadth and length and height and
depth of our faith. During the course of this study, we will
consider the questions: Why study theology? Who is God? Who am
I? What is the church? Where do I go when I die? Why do other
people believe differently?
The nature of evangelical identity in Britain is both a
perennial issue and an urgent one. This is especially the case
because evangelical Christianity has, throughout its history,
been characterized by a remarkable degree of dynamism and
diversity. These essays, by a distinguished list of
contributors, explore the issue of evangelical identity and the
nature of evangelical diversity by investigating the
interactions of evangelicalism with national and denominational
identities, race and gender, and its expression in spirituality
and culture from the evangelical revivals of the eighteenth
century to evangelical churches and movements of the present. A
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second volume will investigate similar issues in relation to
evangelical interactions with the Bible and theology.
Contributors: Rob Ambler, Andrew Atherstone, Kristin Aune, David
W. Bebbington, David Goodhew, John Harvey, Andrew R. Holmes,
David Ceri Jones, Ian Jones, Rachel Jordan, David Killingray,
Ian Randall, Mark Smith, Brian Talbot, Peter Webster, Martin
Wellings, and Eryn White.
Fear is the primary reason we fail to share the gospel with our
friends, family, and coworkers. We're afraid of looking weird or
out of touch. We're afraid we won't have the right answers to
their questions. We're afraid that if they reject the gospel,
they're really rejecting us. We don't want to make things
awkward or strain our relationships. So we say nothing because
our discomfort feels bigger than our loved ones' ultimate
destination if they remain outside of the body of Christ. We
know it's not, but it's just so hard to get over our fear.
Apologist Ray Comfort can help. In Anyone but Me, he shows you
how to overcome your fears by developing ten critical, biblical
characteristics so that you can confidently share the message of
salvation with those you care about most. If you've been longing
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to see a dear friend, family member, or coworker come to Christ,
now is the time to begin becoming the faithful witness they
need. Because we never know how much more time we will have to
proclaim God's good news.
Reading the Rivers of the Lower Great Lakes
Aspects of the History and Sociology of Evangelicalism in
Britain and Ireland
Youthwork and the Making of a Subculture
The Temple Theme in the Gospel of John
Living Waters by the Pilgrim's Path. A tale for the young. [By]
J. G. F.
Desiring God
The Audible Life Stream
In The Heavenly Man, you learned the story of how God took a young halfstarved boy from Henan Province and enabled him to stand strong on the
frontlines for Jesus Christ, braving horrific opposition and impossible
odds. Living Water is a collection of Brother Yun’s dynamic teachings that
evolved from his life experiences of persecution and revival in China.
Brother Yun shares how the grace of God sustained him during his
darkest hours and how that darkness transformed into the infectious joy
and zeal for the Lord that are the hallmark of his ministry today. This
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unique book teaches us that radical faith is not for a chosen few, but for
every believer who dares to call Jesus Christ Lord.
Water has long been associated with the magical, the mysterious and the
divine. From sacred springs to holy wells, and from hydropathic cures and
temperance reform to the modern spa, Ian Bradley explores how water's
creative, health-giving and restorative powers have been conceived,
worshipped and marketed in an essentially spiritual way. In pre-Christian
times, springs and rivers were seen as the dwelling places of deities with
magical life-giving and curative powers, associated especially with the
feminine and with ritual cleansing and rebirth. With the coming of
Christianity, water was incorporated into Christian ritual and tradition
through baptism and the cult of holy wells. From the 16th century
onwards, the benefits of water came to be seen more in terms of
therapeutic healing than the miraculous. Through the development of
drinking and bathing cures, spas and hydrotherapy, a more scientific but
still essentially spiritual understanding of the curative properties of water
was developed. By the eighteenth century, spas and watering places had
acquired their own enchanted and mysterious qualities, in many ways
taking the place of medieval pilgrim shrines. Now, a new, more hedonistic
kind of pilgrim comes to modern spas to experience a potent post-modern
elixir of self-oriented well-being.
Why do 9 out of 10 children raised in Christian homes leave the Church?
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Why do many professing Christians show little or no evidence for their
faith? Why do 80-90% of those making decisions for Christ fall away from
the faith? For decades, the world s most popular gospel message has been
drawing the lost by promising God s wonderful plan for their life. But
behind the facade of the wonderful plan message is the reality of the
trials, temptation, and persecution that Jesus promised. How can we
reconcile the two? In this life-changing book, best-selling author Ray
Comfort explores whether this common gospel approach aligns with real
life and with Scripture. The vital biblical principles he reveals will force
you to reexamine your ideas about the gospel and will teach you how to
reach unbelievers the way God intended. A must-read for all who care
about the lost. "Over a quarter million copies in print!""
Writings from the Heart of a Christian
Blue Mind
Ancient Secret of Dying While Living
A Human and Natural History of Puget Sound
Church Harmonies
A Collection of Hymns and Tunes for the Use of Congregations
Banana Man

"Publications by Cornelis Van Dam": p. 235-251.
More than a natural history, this book explains the underlying forces that
drive ecological change and movement in Australian wetlands.
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Jesus was not afraid to shake people up. He spoke openly of their sinful
nature and the righteousness of God. He forced people to confront their sin
head-on, and He brought them face-to-face with their need for salvation
because He loved them. Who do you know who isn't saved? If they died
tonight, where would they spend eternity? Do you care? If so, what are you
doing to help them? The Way of the Master will put a great tool into your
hand and will teach you how to share the message of the gospel simply,
biblically, and without fear the way Jesus did! You will become equipped to
confidently lead anyone friend, family member, coworker, neighbor, or
stranger on the street to a clear understanding of repentance and what it
means to be a true and active follower of Jesus Christ.
The True Story of How a Demeaning Nickname Openened Amazing Doors
for the Gospel
Meditations of a Christian Hedonist
British Evangelical Identities Past and Present, Volume 1
Growing Up Evangelical
Homewaters
Like Sound Through Water
Living Waters
Not far from Seattle skyscrapers live 150-year-old clams, more than
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250 species of fish, and underwater kelp forests as complex as any
terrestrial ecosystem. For millennia, vibrant Coast Salish communities
have lived beside these waters dense with nutrient-rich foods, with
cultures intertwined through exchanges across the waterways.
Transformed by settlement and resource extraction, Puget Sound and its
future health now depend on a better understanding of the region’s
ecological complexities. Focusing on the area south of Port Townsend
and between the Cascade and Olympic mountains, Williams uncovers human
and natural histories in, on, and around the Sound. In conversations
with archaeologists, biologists, and tribal authorities, Williams
traces how generations of humans have interacted with such species as
geoducks, salmon, orcas, rockfish, and herring. He sheds light on how
warfare shaped development and how people have moved across this
maritime highway, in canoes, the mosquito fleet, and today’s ferry
system. The book also takes an unflinching look at how the Sound’s
ecosystems have suffered from human behavior, including pollution,
habitat destruction, and the effects of climate change. Witty,
graceful, and deeply informed, Homewaters weaves history and science
into a fascinating and hopeful narrative, one that will introduce
newcomers to the astonishing life that inhabits the Sound and offers
longtime residents new insight into and appreciation of the waters
they call home. A Michael J. Repass Book
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In ten impassioned essays, veteran Texas environmental advocates and
conservation professionals step outside their roles as lawyers,
lobbyists, administrators, consultants, and researchers to write about
water. Their personal stories of what the springs, rivers,
bottomlands, bayous, marshes, estuaries, bays, lakes, and reservoirs
mean to them and to our state come alive in the landscape photography
of Charles Kruvand. Allied with the Texas Living Waters Project (a
joint education and policy initiative of the Lone Star Chapter of the
Sierra Club, the National Wildlife Federation, and the Environmental
Defense Fund, among others), editor Ken Kramer joins his fellow
activists in a call to keep rivers flowing, to protect wildlife
habitat, and to save tax dollars by using water efficiently and
sustainably (http://www.texaswatermatters.org/). INSIDE THIS
BOOK:Introduction: the Living Waters of Texas—Ken KramerWhere the
First Raindrop Falls—David K. LangfordSpringing to Life: Keeping the
Waters Flowing—Dianne WassenichHooked on Rivers—Myron J. HessFalling
in Love with Bottomlands: Waters and Forests of East Texas—Janice
BezansonOn the Banks of the Bayous: Preserving Nature in an Urban
Environment—Mary Ellen WhitworthA Taste of the Marsh—Susan Raleigh
KaderkaBays and Estuaries of Texas: An Ephemeral Treasure?—Ben F.
Vaughan IIIRio Grande: Fragile Lifeline in the Desert—Mary E.
KellyLeaving a Water Legacy for Texas—Ann Thomas HamiltonTexas Water
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Politics: Forty Years of Going with the Flow—Ken Kramer
"Living Waters - The Mei HaShiloach: A Commentary on the Torah by
Rabbi Mordechai Yosef of Isbitza (1800-1854) is the collected
teachings on the Torah by the hasidic master Rabbi Mordechai Yosef of
Isbitza. Born in Poland to a rabbinic family, Reb Yosef was a student
of Reb Simcha Bunem of Pshiske. It was from Reb Bunem that he received
the well springs of the teachings of the Baal Shem Tov, the founder of
the hasidic movement."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
10 Ways to Overcome Your Fear and Be Prepared to Share the Gospel
The Power of the Holy Spirit in Your Life
God Has a Wonderful Plan for Your Life
The Sound of Living Waters
Powerful Teachings from the International Bestselling Author of The
Heavenly Man

Have worry and stress left your life parched and dry? Do you thirst for the peace of the
Lord? Then join Dorothy Lansing as she reveals the words that the Lord has spoken
into her life. The inspiring lessons that Lansing has received are not only for her, for
the concerns that they address are common ones. Anyone who has longed for God's
tranquility in a life of ever-increasing tension will take joy in the words that God has
given Lansing to share with others. The message God speaks to her in each chapter
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will bring calm to your soul and offer hope for your future. In a time when many of us
are worried and afraid, it is good to be reminded that God holds us in the palm of his
hand. God's tremendous love for each individual unfolds in each chapter as God
speaks to and through Lansing. Let the affirming messages offered here speak to your
heart, enrich your spiritual walk, and bless your life. Your thirst will be quenched as
you drink from the pages of Living Waters.
Women have made an amazing, creative, and prolific contribution to hymnody through
the centuries of Christian worship. Excluded from liturgical commissions and denied
other opportunities for involvement in the worship of the churches, women were able to
express and influence spirituality in the writing of hymns. This influence spreads
across the whole range of hymn-writing, including writing for children, which was at
one time seen as women's natural place, but also the introduction of new voices
through translations; engagement in social campaigns such as temperance and the
abolition of slavery; mission and evangelism; and the general development of
worshipping life. However, with the exception of the nineteenth century, the voices of
women have been largely silenced or marginalized. The "Hymn Explosion" of the
1960s onward almost completely ignored women's writing, and there has only recently
been something of a recovery. There is much more to Our Song than people think!
This book opens up women's writing from the beginnings of Christianity, through the
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Middle Ages, the development of printing and the rise of popular hymnody to the
present day. Living hymn-writers add their voices in a series of biographical "stories,"
which complete the overarching story of Our Song.
"What do you do when the world's most famous atheist mocks and insults you on
international television, in universities, and throughout social media? You look to the
Bible and see how Joseph was humiliated before the time came when God opened a big
door of opportunity for him, and how Moses was abased before God opened a big sea
for him. You take comfort in the Scriptures-in the knowledge that those who trusted
God were often the object of ''cruel mockings,'' and in the principle of humiliation
before promotion, of God taking someone low before raising them up for His use. And
that's precisely what happened when Ray Comfort was christened ''Banana Man'' by
Professor Richard Dawkins and then mocked worldwide by the atheist community. It
was then that something strange and wonderful began to happen. Millions came under
the sound of the everlasting gospel, all because of that humiliating name: Banana
Man. So if you're afraid of looking foolish as a Christian, this true story not only will
fascinate, delight, and encourage you, it will help you to see God's hand in your life
and bring your own fears into perspective. Endorsement quotes: ''What an appealing
story! Banana Man will show how you can bear sweet and lasting fruit in this often
hostile world.'' -David and Jason Benham ''I can't eat a banana anymore without
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thinking of Ray.''"
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